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TELENOR COPENHAGEN MARATHON SETS THE
COURSE FOR THE FUTURE.
When the runners at the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon set off onto the course on Sunday
21 May, it will mark the beginning of a race that will set new standards for future editionsof
the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon.
The 38th edition of the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon, which takes place on May 21st, is a race that
will be setting the standards of future editions of the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon.
”We constantly aim to improve and innovate the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon, and we have a very
clear development strategy for the race. We aim to achieve the IAAF Road Race Bronze Label this
year, which is a quality stamp from the International Association of Athletics Federation. This puts
demands on the technical quality, on the level of the elite field and on the communication – three
areas in which the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon will be setting new standards this year,” so Dorte
Vibjerg, Director of Sparta Athletics and Running, who is organizing the race.
New and improved course
The 11,000 runners can look forward to a new and improved course. For the first time during the 37
year old history of the race, the course will run through the City of Frederiksberg, making for a course
with fewer curves and cobbles, while runners will experience the fantastic atmosphere on Frederiksberg Allé, which will be beautifully decorated with Danish flags.
“We are very happy that we are able to run in Frederiksberg for this year’s Telenor Copenhagen
Marathon. First of all, it gives us the opportunity to design a better and faster course and, secondly,
we get a chance to showcase our beautiful capital to all the runners” says Dorte Vibjerg, Director
of Sparta.
It is worth noticing that the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon has attracted more and more international
runners the last couple of years. A tendency that continues this year.

Press release 19 May, 2017
A strong elite field
The many international runners will be right on the heels of the strongest elite field line up ever at
the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon, giving hopes for new race records in both the men’s and women’s
race this year.
”There can be no doubt that the elite field this year features several runners who have got what
it takes to set a new race record. However, it requires that they perform at their best and that the
weather allows it. We have our fingers crossed for a race record, because a strong field of elite
athletes is required to obtain the IAAF Road Race Bronze Label, and this year’s field sets a new
standard for the elite field level at the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon,” says Henrik Paulsen, Sports
Manager at Sparta Athletics & Running.
A whole new standard for digital communication
Spectators can follow the chase for race records and all the runners in a completely new way. The
third part of our development strategy is the digital communication, and the 2017 version of the
Telenor Copenhagen Marathon offers brand new possibilities.
“We want to be the world’s best digital running experience and already this year, we present some
ground-breaking teach-leaps,” says Dorte Vibjerg, director of Sparta. Especially the spectators’ possibilites to follow runners on the course will be seeing improvements this year.
”Spectators can follow their favourite runners live without actually being on the cours. This is possible,
because runners are filmed and photographed in four live zones during the race, and this footage is
live streamed on four different channels.”

”The official tourism organization, Wonderful Copenhagen, is a partner of ours, so of course we are
happy that we yet again can act as a tourist catalyst, attracting more tourists to Copenhagen. This
year’s percentage of international participants has reached a Telenor Copenhagen Marathon record
high of 37%”, tells Dorte Vibjerg.
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR
COPENHAGEN MARATHON 2018 - 2020
At this year’s Telenor Copenhagen Marathon the first steps are taken in the development strategy
for 2018 - 2020. A strategy, that is to result in the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon obtaining the IAAF
Road Race Bronze Label – and hopefully in the future, a Silver or Gold label. Focus of the strategy is
to elevate the technical quality, the elite field level and the digital coverage – a work that has already
been set into progress with this year’s race. The course has been improved, the elite field is more
competitive than ever, and the digital coverage is setting new standards. The Telenor Copenhagen
Marathon aims to become the world’s best digital running experience.

New live zones

Spectators can follow their favourite runners live without actually being on the course. This is possible, because runners are filmed and photographed in four new live zones on the course. All footage
is streamed in real-time on four different channels in copenhagenmarathon.com and in the Telenor
CPH Marathon App and will be available for free download under each participants results profile.

Digital Running Conference
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The Telenor Copenhagen Marathon is part of the eksklusive Big Four koncept. Big Four covers the four endurance events Telenor Copenhagen Marathon, KMD IRONMAN Copenhagen,
CPH Half Marathon and KMD IRONMAN 70.3 Elsinor. To become a Big Four finisher, one must complete
these four events within the same year – an achievement which 35 athletes have accomplished in
2016. All Big Four athletes will be accepted into the Big Four Hall of Fame and invited to a yearly
celebreation event, where new and excisting members are honoured.
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At Sparta’s and Telenor’s first Digital Running Conference on May 8, digital running and the way the
technological development will affect the running world was on the agenda. Keynote speakers included Christian Birk, co-founder of the running app Endomondo, Urs Weber, editor at Runners World
Germany, and Mathias Høst Normark, digital designer at Studio Norgram. The organizers expect to
be hosting a conference prior to the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon 2018.
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FACTS
THE EVENT HAS BEEN HELD SINCE
1980

Participants
Year

RACE RECORDS AT THE COPENHAGEN MARATHON
2.14.16 Svend Erik Kristensen (DEN) – 1987
2.30.53 Coleen De Reuck (USA) - 2010

1980

WORLD RECORDS
2.02.57 Dennis Kipruto Kimetto (KEN) - Berlin, 2014
2.15.25 Paula Radcliffe (GBR) - London, 2003
DANISH RECORDS
2.09.43 Henrik Jørgensen - London, 1985
2.29.34 Dorthe Rasmussen - London, 1989
FASTEST MARATHON ON DANISH GROUND
2.10.37 Luka Kipkembio Chelimo (KEN) - H.C. Andersen Marathon, 2012
2.30.53 Coleen De Reuck (USA) - Copenhagen Marathon, 2010
PARTICIPANT RECORD AT THE COPENHAGEN MARATHON
Entrants: 12,644 (2010)
Finishers: 9,670 (2014)
ABOUT THE COPENHAGEN MARATHON
When the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon is held for the 38th time on Sunday 21 May, 11,000 runners are expected to line up at the start on Islands Brygge. This year’s course is special, as it includes
beautiful Frederiksberg for the first time. Starting and finishing on Islands Brygge, runners will be
taking in all the different areas in Copenhagen and Frederiksberg with Frederiksberg Allé as one of
the highlights. Running exclusively within the city centre, the course is a true city marathon with all
the entertainment and power zones that comes with it.

Entrants

% Women

995

4.7

2001

5875

13.1

2002

6058

14.4

2003

5614

15.6

2004

6611

17.8

% International runners

...

2005

4982

16.6

2006

5474

16.1

2007

6694

18.9

2008

8376

18.6

2009

10,774

19.6

2010

12,644

20.4

15

2011

11,919

20.7

15

2012

12,200

22.0

16

2013

10,947

21.9

20

2014

12,010

23.9

20

2015

11,734

25.2

27

2016

10,907

26.57

32

2017*

11,000

25.94

37
*Forventet antal

CERTIFICATIONS
The Telenor Copenhagen Marathon is measured and certified by the Danish Athletics Federation and
the International Association of Athletics Federation / AIMS.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
SUSTAINABILITY
The organizers of the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon donate surplus food to the national food bank
fødevareBanken and collected clothes to the Danish Red Cross.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Men

74 %

Women

26 %

First time runners

50 %

Average age

39

Largest age group

40-44 yrs (2nd largest 25-29 yrs)

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
To ensure the 11,000 runners a unique and memorable race experience, more than 1,000 volunteers,
mostly from non-profit sports clubs, will be helping out at the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon. In this
way, Sparta supports local sports clubs by DKK 1.7 mio. every year.
It is important to Sparta to create an identity for the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon, building on
values such as health, excercise and active daliy lives for people of all ages. .

Country top 10 (except DEN)
Sweden

691

Great Britain

564

Germany

322

Norway

274

France

240

Italy

195

Finland

153

Spain

136

USA

126

Iceland

86

Nations in total

88

% international entrants

37%

The share of foreign participants have increased by 22 percentage points in
seven yrs – from 15% in 2010 to 37% in 2017.
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LIVE COVERAGE & SOCIAL MEDIA
LIVE COVERAGE AND STREAMING
The race is covered live on big screens at the start and finish.
Live stream is available in the Telenor Copenhagen Marathon App, on copenhagenmarathon.com
and through press-pool hosted by Ritzau.
PRESS AND MEDIA COVERAGE
Press releases will be issued throughout race day. Accredited press and media are welcomed at the
press center at the start and finish.
SOCIAL MEDIA
Hashtag #cphmarathon
Facebook facebook.com/cphmarathon
Twitter twitter.com/cphmarathon
Instagram instagram.com/cphmarathon
Youtube youtube.com/user/spartakbh

THE TELENOR COPENHAGEN MARATHON APP
The official Telenor CPH Marathon App enables friends and family to track runners on the course and
follow the race live. The app is free and available for iOS and Android.
LIVE ZONES
There are four live zones along the course, where runners are being filmed and photographed. All
footage will be streamed in real-time in the Telenor CPH Marathon App and on copenhagenmarathon.
com and will be available for download from each participant’s results profile for free.
COPENHAGENMARATHON.COM
Before race start, the official website copenhagenmarathon.com is turned into a live room with new
features to support and enhance the personalized marathon experience for runners and spectators alike – both during and after the race. Spectators are able to follow their personal favourites in
real-time thanks to photos and video being live-streamed on four different live channels.
INTERACTIVE COURSE MAP
Explore the marathon course in the interactive course map featuring hydration zones. live zones,
power zones, and traffic alterations, etc. The interactive course map is available on map.copenhagenmarathon.dk/en in both desktop and mobile view.

Flickr flickr.com/photos/spartabilleder/albums
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ABOUT SPARTA ATHLETICS AND RUNNING
Welcoming almost 180,000 runners at the finish line every year, Sparta Athletics & Running is one
of the world’s largest race organizers. On the event programme is the world’s largest running event,
the DHL Stafetten, a company relay with 125,000 participants. In cooperation with the Danish Athletics
Federation, Sparta also organizes Denmark’s largest half marathon and the only IAAF Gold Label half
marathon in Northern Europe, the Copenhagen Half Marathon, with 22,000 entrants. Read more at
cphhalf.com.
Sparta is a non-profit atheletics and running club. Our vision is to create athletic talents with the
potential make it to the top and take home olympic medals. Also, we want to encourage more people
to get out and run. That is why the entire revenue from our race events goes exclusively to improving
conditions for the both elite and recreational athletes. Sparta has 1,800 members and cooperates
with elementary and high schools. Furthermore, Sparta has a very sought-after children and youth
departement for kids from the age of 6 years.
Sparta organizes race events and activities throughout the entire year for people of all ages as well
as nationa and international athletics competitions and championships on Østerbro Stadium.
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MAIN SPONSOR

ORGANIZER

Partners

Other sponsors
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